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“I’ve told you a lot about me. Now I’d love to hear more about you.”

How to get through to anyone, anywhere
By Mark Goulston, MD

“resistant” to “listening” to “considering” what you are
saying. And I’ve found the key to gaining “buy in” is not
hink about it. On any given day, whom are you trying
what you tell them, but what you get them to tell you.
to persuade to do something? The answer probably
is, just about everyone you meet. Much of our com- Try not to prejudge
munication is an effort to get through to people and
Imagine that you have a young office assistant who tends
to affect some kind of action or thinking on their part.
You may be selling something or trying to change to miss deadlines and turns in work that’s riddled with
someone’s mind. Or you may need to impress the person errors. Privately, you have mentally labelled him as “lackthat you are the right individual for a job, a promotion or ing in a work ethic,” “lazy,” “undisciplined” or “a typical
GenYer.”
a relationship.
Suppose one morning you asked, “Why couldn’t you
get that project done on time?” And suppose he replied,
Getting people to ‘buy in’
“I tried to stay late and finish it last night, but my grandIt may not be logical, but if you approach people armed
father called saying my grandmother was ill. I live with
solely with facts and reason—or if you resort to encourthem and they’ve had a lot of health problems. I got alaging or pleading—you probably will not get through.
most no sleep last night. I know this isn’t the first time I’ve
People have their own needs, desires and agendas. They
screwed up, but it’s tough taking care of my grandparents
are stressed, busy and may feel like they’re in over their
and sometimes I get overwhelmed.”
heads already. So they tend to throw up mental barriers
It may never have occurred to you that this young perthat make it more difficult to reach them.
son’s behavior had a different explanation. Why? Because
The best way to reach people, of course, is for them to
“buy in.” This happens when a person moves from being
Continued on page 2...
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Anyone, anywhere...
Continued from page 1

all of our lives we have heard people who do a job poorly described
as “lazy” or “slackers” or “flakes.”
So when a colleague fits a pattern,
we apply a label—and those labels
tend to stick.
The things you think you
already know about someone
(“loser,” “whiney,” “angry,” “impossible”) are, in many situations,
blocking out what you need to
know. When you are able to remove that mental block, you’re
ready to start reaching people you
thought were unreachable.
On first impressions
We often allow first impressions to
color the way we think. We meet
someone and size him or her up
quickly. And even if that first impression seems to be grounded in
logic, it is actually a mixture of
conscious and unconscious truth,
fiction and prejudice.
In a way, what we are doing is
putting people in “boxes” before
we know them. For example, we
see a person’s gender, generation
and nationality first. Then we hear
a level of education. And, last of
all, we feel the person’s level of
emotionality.
Yet, these first impressions
can linger on for months or years.
They affect how we listen, because
we tend to filter or distort the
things people say to fit our own
preconceived notions.
First impressions can be wrong. On a
crowded bus you may feel safer
avoiding the weird-looking guy
or the teen in Goth makeup and
choose instead to sit next to someone who reminds you of your
grandmother. But your initial impressions could be wrong.
The Goth teen might be a terrific kid, the weirdo may be an interesting eccentric, and Grandma
could be a pickpocket. But we
don’t analyze everyone we meet.
Instead, our brain builds on our
past experiences and our innate
instinct to make quick decisions.
Think about what you are thinking. A
quick study is only bad if your
2

To paraphrase leadership guru
Warren Bennis: When you really get where people are coming
from—and they get where you’re
coming from—they are more likely to let you take them where you
want them to go.
How to get there
Do you ever think, “I could really
go somewhere if only I could get
this person interested in me. What
can I say or do to make her or him
think I’m cool, smart, witty?”
That’s looking at things backward. The way to win friends and
influence people is to be more in“This is one possibility. Should we try it?”
terested in listening to them than
impression leads you to a wrong that there’s a reason they do what in impressing them. The more
conclusion. But if you consciously they do. It may be a health scare, you try to convince people how
analyze the ideas you have formed money problems, pressures at charming you are, the more likely
about people and weigh those work, anger at not being respect- they are to consider you self-cenperceptions against reality, you ed, fear that you don’t find them tered, even boring.
can build new, more accurate per- attractive or intelligent, or a new
Be interested. “If you want to have
ceptions. Then you will be com- and different issue entirely.
an interesting dinner conversamunicating with the person who
If you can open your own mind
tion, be interested,” writes busiis really in front of you.
and look for the reasons behind a
ness author Jim Collins. “If you
person’s behavior, you’ll be takwant to have interesting things to
We can be clueless, too
ing the first step toward breaking
write, be interested.”
People often say, “That’s all well down barriers and communicating
He goes on: “If you want to
and good, but what about the with all kinds of people.
meet interesting people, be interfolks I’ve known for years? I don’t
ested in the people you meet—
have false ideas about these peo- Feeling ‘felt’
their lives, their history, their
ple. I know them as well as I know If your relationship with another
story. Where are they from? How
myself.”
person looks like it’s going no- did they get there? What have they
My answer is, “No, you don’t.” where, try to make that person
learned? Nearly everyone has an
People who have lived or worked “feel felt.” It’s your best bet for
interesting story to tell.”
side by side for decades can be achieving a breakthrough. This
clueless as to what makes each may sound a bit too New Age for Ask questions. We need to stop makother tick. We often mistake inse- your taste, but it really just means ing a conversation like a tennis
curity for arrogance, fear for stub- trying to put yourself in someone match: “He scored a point. Now I
bornness and legitimate anger for else’s shoes.
need to score one.” Instead, think
someone “just being a jerk.” We
Ask the person how he or she is of it as a detective game. Your
tend to talk over, around, above feeling. Upset? Angry? Frustrated? goal is to learn as much as you
and against each other.
You might also ask, “What needs can about the other person. Really
to happen for you to feel better?” listen to what he or she is saying,
Seeing people as they are
and “Can I play a part in making rather than thinking about what
you’re going to say next.
I would suggest that most of us that happen?”
Ask questions that demonknow less than we think we do
When you succeed in makabout the individuals we want to ing someone “feel felt,” you can strate your interest. For example:
reach, whether they’re new in our change the dynamics of your re- “How did you get into what you
lives or we have known them for a lationship in a heartbeat. You are do?” “What do you like best about
long time.
also likely to transform yourself it?” “Who has had the biggest inGetting through to the people from a stranger or even an enemy fluence on your life?” “Why is that
important to you?” u
around us doesn’t just mean open- into a friend and ally.
ing their minds to you. It means
At that instant, instead of try—Adapted from Dr. Mark
seeing them as they are.
ing to get the better of each other,
Goulston’s
book “Just Listen: Discover
So, when you encounter dif- you “get” each other, and that can
the
Secret
to Getting Through to
ficult people—whenever it may lead to cooperation, collaboration
Absolutely
Anyone” (Amacom).
be—it’s important to be aware and effective communication.
WFL June 2014 w www.workandfamilylife.com

Interchange

Get the scoop from commonsensemedia.org

Q

Thank you for telling us about
Common Sense Media. It’s a
wonderful resource for parents.
We feel more confident about
what our kids are watching and the
games they are playing. We even
started a Family Movie Night, using the website’s list of all-time favorites, and our kids get to choose
the movies.
—S. B.W. Augusta, GA

A

We’re big fans of Common
Sense Media too. We like it because it’s well-organized, easy to
use and free. And, as a nonprofit
organization that doesn’t take ads,
it’s not beholden to media companies or advertisers trying to sway
ratings and reviews.

Lately we’ve started using the
Kids Media app that’s available on
iPhone, iPad and Android tablets.
It gives parents personalized recommendations that are relevant to
their child’s age.
We like the traffic-signal colored age-appropriate rating system
too: Green for “Appropriate content,” Orange for “Pause, may not
be right for some kids,” and Red
for “Not appropriate for children
this age.” There’s another category
signalling media that is inappropriate for children of any age.
We appreciate the fact that
parents are included as part of a
panel of experts (in child development, psychology, education) that
guides the reviewers.

We have also learned about
Common Sense Media’s digital
citizenship curriculum that’s in a
huge number of public schools.
It’s an advocate daily on behalf of
kids’ online privacy and connected
classrooms, and it raises awareness
about gender portrayals and violence in the media.
On our Parenting page, we’ve
relied on the website’s advice about
cyber bullying: how to recognize it
and what we can do about it.
Clearly, we’re in good company. Last year, the Common Sense
Media website was visited by 22
million kids, teens, parents and
educators, who contributed more
than 300,000 reviews of their
own. u

research review

Does messy eating make toddlers smarter?

A

study of toddlers at the University of Wisconsin, Madison found that young kids learned
better when they played with their food. The
findings were reported in the journal
Developmental Science.
The media reaction was that
being a messy eater is a
sign of intelligence.
One headline read
“To Smoosh Peas Is
to Learn.” But there’s a
bit more to it than that.
As psychologist Lynn
Perry, PhD, lead author
of the study, explains, toddlers can easily figure out
solid objects like a cup, a
ball or a chair.
“It’s harder for them to
learn the names of nonsolids,”
she says. “You can’t
just look at it and
know what it is. You have
to use your senses and explore
a little more.”
As it happens, the most common opportunity for
exploring nonsolids is mealtime. And putting young
kids in highchairs seems to be helpful. In the study,
toddlers sitting in highchairs did learn better.
Parents of the children in the study participated
too. They described their child’s usual behavior durWFL June 2014 w www.workandfamilylife.com

ing meals at home, and each child was scored for
messiness, among other traits.
“It was the ones who were messy at home who,
when we put them in the highchair in the
lab, showed the best learning,” says
psychologist Larissa Samuelson,
PhD, of the University of Iowa,
who supervised the research.
So, in a sense, this study
was really more about the developing brain and the cues
and contexts that small children
need to create.
“The children who squidged
around in the cream of wheat, tasted
it, smeared it, did various unmentionable things with it—they were the children
who understood what cream of wheat
was,” writes Dr. Perri Klass in The
New York Times.
“The messy-eater experiment is also about play, and
the way children explore their
worlds and learn as they go,” Dr. Klass
explains. “Toddlers play with their food because toddlers play with their worlds.”
And by playing and exploring, they accumulate
all kinds of data, which helps them put together a
picture and a vocabulary for the world around them.
For a young child, daily activities like eating can become a rich source of information. u

Ellen Galinsky, MS,
Executive Editor of Work
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This is your column. We invite you to
send questions about work and family life or tell us how you solved a
problem that you think a lot of people
face. Write: Dr. Susan Ginsberg, Work
& Family Life, 305 Madison Avenue,
Suite 1143, New York, NY 10165. Email: workfam@aol.com.

Being married
is good for your
blood pressure

I

n a recent study published in The
Journal of Hypertension, Harvard
Medical School researchers tracked
325 adults over the course of two
years.
The subjects, about half of whom
were married, followed a strict diet
and wore devices that monitored
their blood pressure continually
throughout the day.
Typically, blood pressure levels
rise during the day and fall at
night. The nightly dip is normal,
says Dr. Finnian R. McCausland,
a study author. And the subjects
who were married, especially men,
were much more likely to exhibit
“nocturnal dipping” than those
who were not married.
This pattern held—even after
taking into account variables such
as age, diet, body mass index and
socioeconomic status.
The researchers suggested that
marriage may provide a level of
social support that leads people
to better manage their health and
stress levels. u
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Elder issues

How to be a friend to a friend who is sick

W

hen a friend is ill or injured, you want to express
concern and be comforting, but sometimes it’s
hard to know exactly what to say
and what tone to strike.
During a bout with cancer, the
writer Letty Cottin Pogrebin was
fascinated by the diverse responses
from her friends and family. She
decided to interview other patients
to figure out what sick people want
their friends to know—about how
to comfort, how to help and how
to talk to them.
She tells her story, and theirs,
in a wonderful book How To Be a
Friend to A Friend Who’s Sick.
Her advice applies to a wide
range of health problems and to
people of all ages. Much of it is
common sense, some is surprising
and all is useful. Here’s a sampling
of the author’s valuable ideas.

Help your friend feel useful.
Many people who are ailing but
not incapacitated would like to
have something meaningful to do
with their time and talents. Zero
in on the person’s skills. For example, ask a retired teacher to help
out with a college application.
Never talk to an adult the way
you’d talk to a child: “That’s a
good boy,” “How are we today,
dearie?” Don’t verbally humiliate
someone who already feels helpless
and vulnerable.

this stage is the freedom to sulk and Don’t stand too close or too
say goodbye.”
far from the person. Don’t talk
too much, too loud or too soft.
When you visit your friend
Don’t chew gum.
Call ahead to ask about your Don’t whisper to a nurse, docfriend’s condition. Make sure tor or attendant as if there’s someshe or he wants a visitor. Ask what thing to hide.
time would be most convenient.
Be odor-sensitive. Do not wear
Check with a family member or a cloying perfume or aftershave or
nurse before entering a patient’s reek from cigarette smoke.
room. Knock first, don’t barge in.
Ask about a person’s condition,
Don’t visit if you have a cold, but don’t probe.
cough, rash or anything your
Keep the spotlight on your
friend until he or she is ready to
talk about other things. Take your
cue from the patient.
Unless

Let patients talk about death if
they want to, but don’t you be the
one to bring it up.

When you talk to your friend
Treat

Do

friends as you did before

they got sick.

But don’t forget
their changed circumstance. This
sounds contradictory, but it works.
Speak to them as you always did,
and start conversations about
things other than their illness as It can be a relief to have a conversation that’s not about health.
soon as possible.
Think twice before giving ad- friend might catch from you—or
Rejoice at their good news.
vice. Don’t forward Internet med- anything you might catch from
Don’t minimize their bad news. A
ical alerts, newspaper clippings, him or her.
good response in almost any enwig catalogs or your Aunt Sadie’s
Respect hospital rules. Don’t
counter is: “Tell me what I can do
cure for gout.
try to talk your way out of them or
to make things easier for you.”
Allow terminally ill patients to expect a hospital to be flexible.
Don’t talk about yourself or
set the conversational agenda.
Don’t expect sick friends to
the health problems you have
If they are unaware that they’re
look their best. And don’t cringe
coped with. Someone with a bad
dying, don’t you be the one to tell
when you see them. Deal with it.
cough doesn’t want to hear, “You
them. If they know and want to
think that’s bad—I had double
talk about it, let them. If they cry, If they are sleeping when you
pneumonia.” The truest thing you
give them a tissue and feel free to arrive, don’t wake them. Read,
can say to a sick or suffering friend
cry with them. Most important: check your email, go have a cup of
is, “I can only try to imagine what
tea and come back later.
listen hard.
you’re going through.”
Don’t pressure your friend to Avoid staring at hospital moniGet the facts straight first.
practice positive thinking. That tors, tubes or fluid drip-drip-dripDid your friend have a heart or
may help someone endure an un- ping. And don’t ask what it is.
a kidney transplant? Mumps or
pleasant test or treatment, but it’s Respect the patient’s privacy,
measles? Ask questions specific to
not a prescription, palliative or property and belongings. Don’t
the circumstances. “Did it turn out
cure. As one hospice patient put invade their space. Always ask beto be an ulcer?” “Are the new meds
it: “All I want from my friends at fore you act.
working?”
4

your friend is feeling

and insists that you stay,
keep your visit to no more than 20
minutes.

chatty

not greet a sick person mo-

rosely.

Allow the patient to guide
the emotional tone of your conversation.
Both

strength and weakness

and each has its place.
Don’t flaunt your strength. Sit at
eye level with your sick friend.

are good

A few gift-giving tips
Don’t stand there waiting for
patients to unwrap your gift. If
it’s food, tell them what you’ve
brought and ask where they want
you to put it.
Don’t pressure friends to eat,
use, wear, comment on or rave
about what you’re given them.
If

you’re giving a book, match

the format to the friend.

Give
traditionalists a real book and the
tech-savvy person a gift certificate
to download an e-book of his or
her choice.
If someone is in the hospital,
choose a gift that is small and light
enough to take home. u
—See We Recommend, page 8.
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parenting

Making your teenager a careful, considerate driver

T

eenagers get into 10 times as
many crashes as middle-aged
drivers do, but not for the reasons you might expect.
A study of 800 accidents involving teenage drivers found that
two-thirds were due to three novice errors: failing to scan the road,
misjudging driving conditions and
becoming distracted.
Research on traffic accidents
has revealed a great deal. Parents
need to be aware of these findings
and make sure their teen drivers
know about them too.
”Thanks for all the practice, Mom. I passed the driver’s test!”
Studies have shown that:

u Car accidents are the leading

cause of death of U.S. teenagers. Two-thirds of teenage passen-

ger deaths happen in a car driven
by another teen. The risk of a crash
increases 44 percent with one teenage passenger and quadruples with
three or more.
u Teens tend to overrate their

driving skills. And they underrate
their risks on the road. Talking to
friends, listening to the radio and
texting are particularly hazardous.
u Distracted driving is roughly

equivalent to driving drunk. It’s
a problem for all drivers, but worse
for teens, who tend to look away
from the road for longer periods
of time. Eating, drinking, retrieving objects and adjusting controls
cause more accidents than talking
on a cell phone.
u Teens take more risks.

As a
group, they are less likely to use
safety belts, and their use of seat
belts is least likely when driving
at night, under the influence of alcohol or with teenage passengers.
Teen drivers who have had 1–2
drinks are seven times more likely
to be killed than sober drivers.

ize that parked vehicles can block
their view of an intersection. Emphasize the “safety zone” between
cars and how that distance varies
with speed and weather.
u Teach about blind spots. One
way is to walk completely around
a parked car while the new driver
tries to follow you in her or his car
mirrors. There’s nothing like not
seeing you to make this point.
u Look in all directions. Teens are

five times more likely than adults
to get into a left-turn accident.
Teach young drivers to be wary
game. If not, it’s time to change short (15-20 minutes), before anyand to keep their wheels straight
one gets testy. Empty parking lots
your ways. Your role is key.
until they know it’s safe to turn.
A short Drivers Ed course is are a good place to begin. Avoid
not enough to make a teenager a traffic, bad weather or night driv- u Watch out for surprises. Cars
safe driver. Kids need 100 hours ing until you both feel ready.
pull out, car doors open suddenly,
of instruction and experts suggest
drivers exit from parked cars, and
u Point out other drivers. Watch
1,000 miles of supervised driving
so on. Point out the clues: brake
for drivers who tailgate, change
before taking the driving test.
lights, turn signals, smoke from
Whatever stage of driving in- lanes without signaling and talk exhaust pipes, someone in the
struction you and your teenage on the phone. Make it a game of driver’s seat. Look out for pedesson or daughter are in—just start- spotting the good, the bad and the trians (especially kids) and animals
ing or following up on a Drivers idiots.
darting into the road.
Ed class—here are some things to u Scan the road. Remind your
u Give clear directions. Say
review and emphasize.
teen to keep checking mirrors for
where to do something before you
potential risks behind the car and
say what to do: “When you get to
A driver-training checklist
to the sides. One out of five teen
the next corner, turn right.” Don’t
These tips are from Marc Eisenson crashes is due to a scanning error.
say “right” unless you’re making a
at goodadvicepress.com.
u Emphasize the need for turn. Say “correct,” so there’s no
u Know the rules. Before you space. Teens are three times more confusion. Be explicit: “Stop bestart any lessons, you and your likely to have rear-end collisions. fore you turn.”
child should read your state’s driv- They tend to misjudge the speed u
Be constructive. Say “I’d feel
ing manual from cover to cover. of oncoming cars while making
better if you gave that car a little
Then keep your early sessions left turns, and they don’t realmore room.” It will be better received than “How many times do I
Parents outed for texting while driving have to tell you to stop tailgating?”
Don’t yell “Stop!” unless it’s an
national survey from Liberty Mutual reported teenagers outing their parents for “do
emergency. Say, “Bring the car to a
as I say, not as I do” behavior behind the wheel: 59% of the teens said they had
stop.” Make positive feedback very
observed their parents texting while driving.
specific: “Smooth turn.” “Good
The kids in the survey also reported that their parents engaged in other distracting
job parking.”

A

behaviors such as drinking and fiddling with a radio. A whopping 91% of teens said their
parents talked on a mobile phone while driving, despite research showing that even a
hands-free phone conversation significantly slows driver-response time.

Parents’ role is critical

Other findings include: 78% of teenagers reported texting while driving themselves, 27%
“often or very often,” 24% “sometimes,” 27% “at least rarely.” Only 22% said “never.”

If your kids have observed a careful, considerate, skillful driver
over the years, they’re ahead of the

It’s important for parents to set a good example, because young drivers are especially
distractible. They’re prone to crashes because of inattention, and their crashes are worse
because often they are speeding. u
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u Write a contract with a teenage
driver that contains specific penalties for violations. Cover safety
rules, night driving restrictions,
curfew, the number of passengers
allowed in the car and any situation that may involve the need for
a designated driver. u
5

on the job

Let’s think big thoughts about reflective leadership

I

n recent years, countless books
have been written about leadership: what it takes and how
to make it happen. We’ve seen
fresh takes lately on leadership in a
digital age and the rise of women
leaders.
The reality is that we all can
find opportunities to be leaders—
at work, at home with our friends
and family, and in our communities. But there is no magic formula
for doing it well.
Questions invariably arise: Are
leaders born or made? Is leadership a product of brain power?
Energy? Imagination? Experience?
Vision? All of the above? Harriet
Rubin, one of the major voices in
this field, calls leadership “the only
mystery worth solving.”
We were reminded of a seminar on leadership sponsored by the
Radcliffe Institute for Advanced
Study at Harvard University. It
was, literally, a weekend trip to a
mountaintop—in Santa Fe, New
Mexico. Rubin was one of the
participants, and she wrote about
the experience in Fast Company
magazine.

Some common traits
To begin with, the diverse group
of seminar participants discovered,
to their surprise, that they had at
least three traits in common:
n A feeling that something hard

to define was missing in their
work lives—some spark perhaps,
some connection.
n The worry that they had com-

promised their personal goals.
Even those in the group who had
realized their work-life dreams had
this feeling.
n A desire to believe that, by

changing their own thinking, they
could get closer to learning the secret of truly great work.
“It wasn’t that we were burned
out,” Rubin writes. “Rather, we
wanted to know how to focus our
6

distracted energies in order to accomplish something that would
last. As one participant put it, we
felt our challenge was to move
from success to significance.”
Getting started, the group
members saw wisdom as a combination of experience and intelligence. “By the time we headed
back down the mountain, we had
all added one thing to that formula,” says Rubin, “something
that allows a leader to build on
both experience and intelligence:
reflection.”

bring the best minds, past and
present, into the room with us
and try to raise our own efforts
to their level. For example, try to
have an argument mentally with
any of the Greek philosophers
about whether a leader should be
part of a specially trained “elite.”
n Talk about what’s percolating inside your brain. Say out

loud what you know deep inside.
Talking can become a “forcing
mechanism.” You have to have an
idea, whether you know it or not.

n Try thinking without using
your imagination. It’s much

harder to do than you think. But
it’s still worth doing, because another kind of necessary wisdom
for leadership requires dealing
with things as they really are in
the here and now—not as we
wish them to be.
n Re-read a book, speech or article that’s been important in
your life. It’s a way of checking

yourself in your mind’s rear-view
mirror. It’s also an opportunity to
measure what has happened since
you read it last.
n Be yourself. We tend to pay

close attention to what other leaders are doing and saying. Then we
try to emulate those qualities that
impress us the most—or seem to
be in great demand. In the process, we may run the risk of losing
our own “authentic self.”
n Try going in a direction that
you’ve been resisting. It may

Leadership in a fast-changing time—a lot to think about.

Here’s a summary of the collective wisdom the group brought
down from the mountaintop.
n Become a self-aware learner. Pay more attention to how

When you talk about something you don’t entirely understand, you often discover connections that your subconscious has
already made.

you absorb information. What is
it that makes you start thinking
about something?
Be aware of when and how you
change positions and how you
feel about people who disagree
with you. In terms of leadership,
look for, and become, someone
who lives the virtues of listening,
learning, making mistakes and reflecting on experience.

n Make a list of the qualities
you think make an ideal leader.

n Start your own “brain
trust.” The world’s great think-

This is the list to live up to. Sometimes it is more difficult to think
strictly in terms of what’s practical. But when we idealize what a
leader is, we never learn how to be
the best leader that we can be.

ers are available to all of us—from
Plato and Socrates to Henry Thoreau and, these days, Thomas
Piketty. Through reading, we can

Draw from your own brain trust.
Is your ideal leader self-sacrificing
like Socrates? Forgiving like Nelson Mandela? A brilliant visionary like Steve Jobs? Or is he or she
a combination of many qualities?
Let yourself think big thoughts.
n Make another list of what
you are willing to settle for.

seem counter intuitive. But it’s
worth asking yourself: “Am I
avoiding this challenge because
I don’t want to face the risk or
the responsibility?” Being honest
with other people can sometimes
be easier than being honest with
ourselves.
n Be a stranger to yourself.

Look in the mirror in the morning and ask yourself: “Who am I
and what do I know?” Let this be
a playful exercise.
All too often, we think that
leaders need to show tremendous
depth and gravitas. But where’s
the fun in that? Instead, let your
goal be to go on playing, learning
and changing.
“We came to the mountaintop thinking we knew what we
wanted out of life. Now we’re
not so sure,” says Rubin. “We’re
changing our notion of leadership because we’re changing our
notions of ourselves.” u
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Swimming is
one of life’s
essential skills

W

e think of children as the
most vulnerable to drowning, but new stats from the
CDC show that more than 70%
of U.S. drowning victims from
1999 to 2010 were adults. And
the percentage of drownings in
lakes, rivers and oceans rises
with age.
The CDC also reports that 37%
of U.S. adults cannot swim the
length of a 25-yard pool, which
means they could probably not
make it to shore if they got into
trouble in natural water.

A HEALTHY YOU

Eating out? Decisions, decisions...

S

andwich or salad? Pasta or
pizza? We’ve all been there.
Which is better? We found
questions, answers and tips
in the newsletter Nutrition Action
from the Center for Science in the
Public Interest. Here goes:

The American Academy of
Pediatrics tells parents that kids
4 and older should learn to
swim, and it reports that 1- to
4-year-olds are less likely to
drown if they have had some
formal swimming lessons.

Decision: Either one. Just
steer clear of the muffins,
scones, bagels, banana bread
and croissants.

Rule No. 1 for everyone is:
Never swim alone. And adults
who are supervising children
should be paying attention to
the child, not to a book or a
phone. Even older children who
know how to swim should be
supervised—and should always
swim with a buddy who is a
strong swimmer. u

Are tacos worse than burritos because their tortillas are fried?
Decision: No. Flour tortillas are
worse than fried corn tortillas. A
burrito tortilla has around 300
calories of mostly white flour, plus
700 mgs of sodium. (And that’s
just the wrapper—before it’s filled

Tip: Don’t eat all the rice. Brown
rice beats white, but both
have about 300 calories.

Decision: A salad beats a
sandwich, but choose wisely.
Start with greens (maybe spinach) and raw veggies. With
dressing, chicken, cheese and
other add-ons, you can easily hit 600 calories. Skip the
crispy wonton strips, croutons and the baguette on the
side.

Which makes a better breakfast on the run, Starbucks or
Panera?

Tip: For more protein try the
170-calorie breakfast egg white
bowl with roasted turkey at Panera. At other chains, look for egg
white sandwiches.

over 1,000 calories, not counting
the rice. Beef with broccoli and
other unbreaded beef dishes have
700-900 calories, without rice.
But even the lighter entrees pack
up to 3,000 mgs of sodium.

A sandwich is “the usual”
lunch for many people. Is a
salad a better choice?

Decision: The latte with
espresso is probably better,
because tea lattes are typically
loaded with sugar.
Tip: Cut calories with a grande
nonfat cappuccino (80), a
caffè misto (70), or plain coffee and a packet of sugar (20).

Bottom line: No one is “drown
proof.” If you’re not a capable
swimmer, you should become
one.

Tip: Try a burrito bowl at Chipotle or a naked burrito at Qdoba.
Or get a salad with the same ingredients, but lettuce instead of rice.

What’s better, a tea latte or a
latte made with espresso coffee?

The Swimming Saves Lives
Foundation offers low-cost
or free swimming lessons for
adults (see www.usms.org). And
YMCAs all over the country have
been teaching kids and adults to
swim for a long time.

“Even if children never go
swimming, they should know
how to swim,” writes New York
Times Personal Health columnist
Jane Brody. “There are water
hazards everywhere—not just
at beaches and pools, but also
at lakes, ponds, water parks
and backyards equipped with
so-called kiddie pools.”

with more carbs). But three crispy
taco-size corn tortillas have about
180 calories and 50 mgs of sodium.

Are sweet potato fries a healthy
alternative to regular fries?
Decision: Nope. Skip them both.
If you must pick one, make it the
sweets.
Tip: A better choice for your side
is a non-starchy veggie like broccoli or asparagus or a green salad.
At a Chinese restaurant, are you
better off with chicken or beef?
Decision: It depends. If you order
General Tso’s, kung pao or some
other breaded, fried, sauce-laden
chicken dish, you’ll be getting

Tip: Wraps are about the same
as sandwiches. You’re just
trading bread for a whiteflour tortilla.
What’s better: pizza or pasta?
Decision: Tough one. Both supply a load of usually white flour.
And most pizza comes with
cheese. At least with the pasta,
you can dodge the saturated fat if
you’re careful.
Tip: A salad beats either one, because you can fill up on veggies,
not white flour. But if you go for
the pasta, try a part-whole-grain
penne, and take home half of it
for tomorrow. u

To peel or not to peel

W

e’ve been told to “peel everything” because of possible
residue from pesticides. But when you peel the skin from
fruits and vegetables, you lose a lot of nutrition. For example:

r Ounce for ounce, potato skin has more fiber, iron, potassium
and B vitamins than the flesh. It’s rich in antioxidants too. The only
reason to avoid potato skin is if it has a greenish tinge.

r The pigments in produce are healthful, and the peels or

r You don’t need to wash vegetables and fruits with a soap or

skins are often the most colorful parts. Vegetable skins
are particularly good sources of fiber. Apple peels are
rich in pectin which helps control blood sugar.
r Lab research has found that whole apples have

a greater effect on cancer cells than peeled ones,
probably because of antioxidants in the skin.
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detergent. Plain water will remove most if not all of the dirt
as well as bacteria and any pesticide residues on the
surface. Scrub firm produce with a vegetable brush.
The wax on cucumbers, tomatoes and eggplants is
harmless. u
—Adapted from the UC, Berkeley Wellness Letter
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We recommend

Listen and take your cues from the person who is sick

W

hen a friend or a family
member gets sick, we’re
often not quite sure what
to say or how to cope.
The well-known author and
journalist Letty Cottin Pogrebin
has written a terrific book filled
with insights and advice on how
to relate to friends with a wide
range of medical problems.
It started out with the author’s
own bout with breast cancer,
when she noticed how awkwardly
some of her friends behaved, how
some misinterpreted her needs
and how wonderful it was when
people read her right.
She started interviewing other
patients who had dealt with many

different illnesses. She asked them
what they wished their friends
knew about how to comfort them,
how to be helpful and even simply
how to talk to them.
Pogrebin’s best advice is the
simplest: listen and take your cues
from the sick person.
And, she says, don’t ask the
seemingly innocent question, “How are you?” It
can prompt all kinds of
unwelcome thoughts. It
is better to just say, “It’s
good to see you.” Of
course, never ask, “How
are you really?”
Here are just a few of
the book’s do’s and don’ts

(see Elder Issues on page 4 for more
ideas and suggestions).
r Don’t

bring up someone you
know who had a similar illness or
injury and is just fine now. Resist
that common urge.
r Don’t

talk about “fighting” or
“battling” a disease. Military analogies are disturbing to
many people. Being
ill is an unpleasant
experience, but it’s
not a war.
r Don’t

tell your
friend that she or he
“looks great” when
it’s quite obviously
not true.

r Don’t

say, “I know what
you’re going through,” unless
you actually do.

r Do

draw up a list of possible
chores that you could perform
for your friend: pick up children
at school, do grocery shopping,
mow the lawn.

r Do

be sensitive to timing.
Find out when it is appropriate
to show up and when is a good
time to leave.
How to Be a Friend to a Friend
Who’s Sick (PublicAffairs) is available in bookstores and online in
hardcover and softcover. It’s also
on Kindle, Audible and MP3
CD. u
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